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1. INTRODUCTION
Flower growing is a business. It can be a
very profitable business. Just as in any
enterprise the success depends very
much on the knowledge, skill, tools and
business acumen the owner brings to the
operation. All small businesses face
similar hurdles to achieving success.
A small proportion grow and become
highly profitable, the bulk allow the owner
operator to make a living but unfortunately
a percentage of enterprises fold up after a
relatively short time or are maintained in a
sub profitable form.
This bulletin will provide some
experiences, tools, suggestions for new
flower businesses and for those that exist
in the industry but at a level not
appropriate to their expectations.
The principles reflected here are focused
on the cutflower industry but can equally
apply to growers of seedlings, amenity
plants and related products.
Although the more advanced reader may
be inclined to skip some of the preliminary
sections they may well refresh their
thinking if they take the time to look for the
messages.

2. COMMERCIAL FLOWER
GROWING BUSINESS IS IT FOR YOU?
The flower industry is an attractive one to
many people, the product is exotic and
colourful, and flowers are associated with
happy times and memories. It can also be
profitable. The industry appeals to people
keen to use the small block that they
purchased for retirement or lifestyle
changes. It also appeals to broadscale
farmers looking for a means of
diversification.
But to be successful requires that you
appreciate the needs of the industry, the
cost of entering the industry and the
impact it will have on you and your family.
This section is written to help you work
through the issues that are critical for
success and to point you to sources of
information and knowledge what will help
achieve that success. This section cannot
give the answers; it can only help you find
them.
Investing time in preparation before
starting the enterprise will save much
heartache and financial loss. Make haste
slowly.

The flower industry
In Western Australia the industry consists
of a number of sectors. These are:
• traditional/exotics including roses,
carnations, gerberas, chrysanthemums.
These are increasingly grown under
shade or in controlled environments;
• Australian native flowers including
waxflower, kangaroo paws, Banksia
and Boronia, which are mainly grown in
the field with limited numbers under
cover;
• South African plants which include
proteas and Leucospermum;
• foliage including Eucalyptus species;
and
• dried and dyed flowers and foliage.
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Generally, most flower products exported
from Western Australia are the Australian
natives, foliage and the South African
flowers.

What is involved in growing
flowers commercially?
In short, it takes hard physical work, long
hours and the development of good
business sense. Growing flowers requires
that you have or can develop the following:

• establishing your market links with
buyers, florists, wholesalers or
exporters;
• ordering your planting material (and
ensuring it is free of disease and of high
quality);
• preparing the land or beds - this
includes sourcing chemicals, fertiliser
and the like;
• planting the seedlings, bulbs or seeds;

• good health and the ability to do hard
physical work;

• managing the growing plants (water,
fertiliser, weeds, disease, insects,
pruning);

• a supportive family who are willing to
take part in the enterprise;

• preparing for harvest (buckets, sleeves,
cartons, cooling, preservatives, etc.);

• practical skills to improvise and repair
equipment;

• employing and training labour for
harvesting and sorting and trimming;

• business ability;

• learning about new techniques
(attending field days);

• business and financial plan;
• marketing plan;
• management skills;
• detailed production knowledge of the
enterprise;
• detailed understanding of the harvest
and post harvest needs of the product;
• understanding of the consumers’ and
buyers’ needs and wants; and

• transportation to buyer (preferably
refrigerated);
• evaluating feedback from buyers;
• increasing your knowledge of the
industry; and
• planning for next season.

As a producer you are likely to be involved
in some or all of the following operations
or activities:

This list is not exhaustive but illustrates the
range of activity involved. Other
publications will give more detail for
specific products. The other thing to keep
in mind is the time it will take to arrive at
saleable product - it may be four to five
years for some native or foliage plants.

• deciding on the enterprise you will
develop;

What to grow

• selecting or buying suitable land;

This depends on a range of factors:

• making sure there is enough water
available for long term plans;

• your personal interests and skills;

• adequate financial reserves.

• developing the business plan to present
to the bank;

• climate and soil on your land (this can
be under your control if you still have to
buy land);

• developing the marketing plan for your
product;

• what the market, consumer, wholesaler,
and exporter want to buy; and

• establishing the infrastructure, such as
irrigation, pumps, shade, glasshouse,
packing, shed and cool room;

• your cost of production and transport.
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The flower industry is complex; it is very
susceptible to fashion changes and is
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always looking for new products so you
need to be flexible to match those
changing needs. Be prepared to change
varieties quickly and, if necessary, change
types of plants within the limitations of
your infrastructure.
What to grow is also a matter of when to
grow. The best prices are often obtained
when others are not producing that
product. For example, you may plant a
variety that is a little earlier or a little later
than others or you may grow in a location
where the plant flowers a little later. There
may be a loss of quality by growing out of
season (such as shorter vase life) and you
need to watch the supplies of the same
products from other States or countries
(waxflowers from Queensland are earlier
than Western Australian waxflower).
Seek out information on the economics of
producing your preferred product and then
compare it to others, keeping an eye on
what is happening overseas. Some of the
publications included in the section
‘Further reading’ are excellent sources of
information to help you make decisions.

How large should my enterprise
be?
This will always be a balance between the
capital and finance you have available, the
type of product, the labour available and
the ability to produce and sell on that
scale. It may also depend on whether you
are working with other growers to
collectively market the product. Most
wholesalers and exporters like to deal with
larger producers to ensure consistent
supplies and quantity but if you are dealing
with a local florist and you only want a
part-time activity, the area you plant may
be a lot smaller.
Never make the planting so big that you
cannot maintain quality at all times, from
establishment through to the wholesaler or
florist.
On the other hand, there are growers of
waxflower who grow many hectares of
product, often carrying out maintenance,

such as pruning, mechanically. These
plantings may be on a more extensive
basis with lower yield per hectare but the
increased volume compensates for that.
Other growers consider that a reasonable
income can be made from five hectares as
a family business.

What the consumer wants
The consumer generally wants value for
money, colour, freshness, freedom from
disease and long vase life. They are
always after new types, so uniqueness is
also important.
Some of these things are under the control
of the grower - variety determines colour,
form and vase life, management
determines disease status and post
harvest treatment determines freshness
and vase life.
Marketing is about location, location,
location - flowers are about quality, quality,
quality. Quality doesn’t necessarily mean
top quality but it can mean consistent,
reliable quality.
Quality starts with the following practices:
• make sure the plants are clean and
healthy when you order them;
• control disease, insects and nutrients to
maintain the quality during production;
• ensuring good yields, long stems and
vibrant colours;
• time of picking affects the freshness
and appearance of the product at the
market (do you pick in 20 per cent bud
or full bloom?); and
• post harvest temperature control and
pulsing (standing in solution to take up
liquid for a fixed time) with appropriate
material ensures freshness and vase
life in the consumer’s house.
Quality should also extend to presentation
(should always look good - every bunch at all times, sleeves, labelling for variety)
and to service (complaints, consistency of
supply, documentation, etc.).
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Develop a quality assurance program for
your enterprise. This will benefit from
being audited by a third party. ISO 9002
or SQF 2000 are two options. There are
costs involved but your product will often
have better access to markets.

Where to grow
If you own land this may already be
decided but if you are buying land then
you can focus on those aspects that are
important. These may include:
• climatic conditions (cool, moist for
boronia, warmer for wax);
• proximity to market. The further you
transport the higher the cost and the
increased risk of reduced quality flowers are perishable;
• the social and commercial facilities
nearby (schools, hospitals, shopping,
rural suppliers) are important if you are
employing labour;
• source of casual or permanent labour being near a town may be useful if you
are planning a larger operation;
• soil type influences the type of plants
that can be grown and how well they
grow. Soil acidity (pH) can be
particularly important. Light soils are
better for Banksias, heavier soils may
be better for Boronia and kangaroo
paws; and
• the past history of the block can
influence what you can do (for instance,
chemical residues, disease and weed
burdens.) Soils infected with
Phytophthora (e.g. jarrah dieback) may
cause problems with many native
plants.

Regulations and licences
Although you do not need a licence to
grow flowers you do need a range of
approvals and licences for some parts of
the operation.
Growers of native flora require a
Commercial Producer’s Licence or a
Nurseryman’s Licence to sell the product.
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These are available from the Department
of Conservation and Land Management
(CALM).
A reliable, good quality water source is
critical to the flower enterprise. If you
need to get water from bores then you
may need an allocation from the Water
and Rivers Commission. In some areas
this may require an environmental
assessment to ensure there are no
impacts from the flower enterprise on the
local rivers, wetlands, groundwater and
biodiversity. Make sure you have water
available for your ultimate scale of
operation not just for your initial stage.
Many shires require a development
application before the flower enterprise
can be started. Obtain these approvals
before you commit to buying land or
investing additional capital.
If the block is currently covered in bush
and you wish to clear it for the enterprise
make sure you have approval to do so.
There is a requirement to notify the
Department of Environment of your
intention to clear before doing so. Ensure
you have this approval before buying new
blocks.
From time to time growers may also wish
to harvest flowers and foliage from their
remnant vegetation or Crown land to
supplement supply. The plants here are
protected and a Commercial Purposes
Licence is required from CALM.

What are some of the production
considerations?
To obtain high yields and good quality
flowers, nutrients and irrigation need to be
applied, and disease and insects
controlled.
Where chemicals are applied, you must
use them in accordance with the label
instructions. All appropriate safety
precautions and container disposal
instructions should be followed.
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Some chemicals are not registered for use
on flowers. These cannot be used without
obtaining a Special Minor Use Permit from
the Australian Pesticides and Veterinary
Medicine Authority (APVMA, formerly the
National Registrations Authority)
(telephone (02) 6272 5852, email:
RCS@apvma.gov.au
Plants and soil should be tested for
nutrient requirements to ensure that too
little or too much is applied. Similarly,
irrigation should be monitored by using
tensiometers and moisture probes to
prevent over-watering. Putting on too
much water is wasteful and costly, leads to
increased leaching of fertilisers and can
cause waterlogging in the root profile.
Similarly, too little water can restrict growth
and quality. Tensiometers are a very
useful and cheap investment.
Generally there is a tendency to skimp on
water and fertiliser with consequences on
yield and quality.

Will I make any money?
It is possible to make money in the
floriculture industry. You need to follow
the steps suggested here to ensure you
get an adequate return on your
investment. Capital cost for land, sheds,
irrigation and plants is high. Labour costs
are also high. The industry is subject to
fluctuating prices depending on supply and
demand.
The prices florists or retailers charge for a
bunch of flowers does not reflect what the
grower gets, so you should count on
getting no more than 30 to 40 per cent of
retail price.

Flower buyers
Buyers are mainly florists, wholesalers and
exporters. Their contact details are
obtainable from the Yellow Pages
directory.
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3. FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
OF THE FLOWER
ENTERPRISE
The industry is seen by many to be a
profitable enterprise to get into. New
growers need to be confident that this
perception turns into reality. At the same
time existing-growers need to know how
profitable they are and be able to compare
their enterprise with their neighbours or
other growers of the same flowers.
Growers should know how each variety or
crop type is performing.
This section looks at a number of tools to
help you manage your finances:
• development budgets;
• cashflow budgets; and
• gross margins.
New entrants into the industry would find
these tables are also useful. They would
benefit from the example gross margins
and example development budgets.

What is a gross margin?
One of the simplest and most commonly
used calculations to help compare
profitability of enterprises or parts of
enterprises.
Gross margins are simple economic
calculations that subtract operating costs
from sales returns, they don’t normally
contain taxation or depreciation
allowances. Gross margins are usually
calculated on an annual basis.
The gross margin is generally the net of
income minus the direct costs. Business
profitability is based on the total income
minus the total costs including taxation.
What is a cashflow budget
A cashflow is the net returns of the
enterprise on a short term basis i.e.
monthly or annually but shown over the
whole year or project life). The most
common is the annual cashflow which lists
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all expected costs and expected incomes
on a monthly basis. The positive or
negative balance in each month indicates
the flow of cash from or to your business.
When the cash flow is negative the
operator will need to have a capacity to
draw on overdrafts, loans or other holding
accounts.
Development budgets
Development budgets are calculated over
the life of a crop and include in most cases
depreciation allowances and capital
investment. They also allow calculation of
cashflow and peak debt over that time.
A development budget is developed for a
project over a number of years. In the
same way as a cashflow all costs including
capital costs and all income is listed and
the positive or negative cash flow indicates
the level of funds required in borrowings or
from capital accounts. These show
accumulated cashflow which indicate peak
debt or break even points.

The cost of growing flowers
The cost of producing flowers consists of
the capital costs of establishing the
enterprise, your direct costs of running the
business and the indirect costs associated
with any enterprise.

Flower production costs
Capital costs
Capital costs include land and water,
structures (buildings, sheds and the like),
machinery, vehicles, such as tractors, as
well as equipment such as graders and
ploughs.

Direct costs
These are costs directly associated with
the production of the crop.
These costs are generally in direct
proportion to the amount of crop grown.
This, however, may be different if you
have full time staff you wish to keep on.
These costs are generally the ones used
in calculating gross margins.
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CAPITAL
COSTS

Land and fixtures
The land
Dams and bores
Fencing

DIRECT
COSTS
(VARIABLE)
Planting
materials
Seeds
Cuttings

Structures

Chemicals

Greenhouses
Shade houses
Packing sheds
Chemical sheds
Coolrooms

Fungicides
Insecticides
Fumigants
Disinfectants

Machinery/vehicles

Fertiliser

Tractors
Rotary hoe
Grader
Trailer
Bunch tying machine
Delivery van

Trace
elements
Lime
Liquid fertiliser
Bulk fertiliser

Equipment

Labour

Spray equipment
Irrigation systems
Drainage parts
Water disinfestation
equipment
Disc plough
Fertiliser spreader
Fertigation unit

At planting
At harvest
Post harvest

INDIRECT
COSTS
(OVERHEADS)
Overheads
Rates
Taxes
Phone
Accounts
Accountancy
Fees
Soil testing
Promotion
Delivery

Indirect costs
These are costs associated with running
business and are not dependent on the
area of crop grown.

Environmental costs
It is not usual for growers to cost
environmental impacts into their
production costs. However, this will be
applicable when growers begin to market
under schemes such as Ecolabels. In this
case managing the environmental
consequences of production will incur
cost.

Social cost
Social costs may include the impact of
changing your enterprise on your family or
your leisure activities (or lack thereof) and
could also include the impact of reducing
or changing production area on the career
of family members.

Natural resource cost
The natural resource cost in the flower
industry may refer to the loss of
biodiversity or nutrient loss from bush
picked harvest areas. Again, there is a
cost.

Income
Business income is directly related to the
quantity, quality and price received for
product less the charges from selling
agents and transport. In the flower
industry this is calculated on a per stem,
bunch, weight or whole enterprise basis.

Budgeting for a new or extended
enterprise the development budget –
using Waxflower as an example
These should be developed in conjunction
with the Business Plan and the Marketing
Plan all enterprises should have.
Development budgets allow managers to
determine the likely profitability of a
proposed enterprise and also to help
determine the peak cashflow needs of the
enterprise.
These budgets allow for the costing of
land, machinery, land clearing and
development, establishment of irrigation
systems and sheds, planting and
management costs as well as the
progressive increase in yields in the first
few years and also a decline in later years.
The middle years may be considered a
typical year-in year-out (when an average
situation exists) cost structure closely
aligned to a gross margin budget.
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The development budget may also involve
doing a sensitivity analysis on inputs to
determine risk. This allows you to ask, if
the price of my flowers drop what impact
does it have on my cashflow. Has the
grower the capacity to withstand the loss
of a years planting or harvest due to frost
or insects. What is the impact of really
good management on the increase of
year 2 yield and its impact on the bottom
line?
Published development budgets such as
this one should only ever be used as a
guide. Each property and enterprise is
different and the development budget can
accordingly vary markedly to reflect this.
ALWAYS discuss budgets with your
financial consultant.
The scale of the enterprise can also have
a significant impact on cashflow. A one
hectare waxflower enterprise cannot hope
to cover a fully equipped packing
shed, etc. Whereas a 200 hectare
enterprise can certainly cover such costs
but the volume produced may impact on
prices received on specific markets if the
varieties are all the same. They may also
face major labour problems if all products
are available in only a short picking
season. Management also becomes more
difficult and you may need to rely on
splitting your crop into manageable
modules - this may allow better
management and logistics. Matching
scale with shed capacity, trucks, labour
and water supply are all considerations
that need to be explored.
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Table 1 below works on the assumption
that a 10 hectare enterprise is viable and
makes a reasonable module or unit. All
data are examples only and need to be
verified in your particular situation.
The example shows the enterprise being
developed over four years to spread risk,
work load and cost. By year two a small
income stream can be expected. Costs of
the irrigation system are spread as are
equipment costs as the production levels
ramp up. Vehicles and farm equipment
are likely to be the machinery costs in
year 1 but sheds and associated post
harvest equipment may be delayed to
year 2 or 3.
This budget shows an accumulated peak
negative cashflow of $300,000 occurs in
year 3 but break even only occurs in
year 6. If the grower is borrowing the
funds this is the level of borrowing that he
needs access to, keep in mind that there
may be a need to have sufficient carry-on
funds over and above this. Please note
that this is pre-tax and finance costs.
The other important feature to consider is
the life of the plantation. The budget in
table shows a rundown in yield towards
the end of the life of the project. In most
situations growers anticipate an ongoing
enterprise. They would need to budget for
a replanting of at least 10 per cent per
year. This would need to start in year 5 or
6 or when the gross margin calculation on
individual blocks shows there is a need or
when varieties are due for replacement.
Rather than replanting individual plants
amongst older plants – establish a new
area.
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Table 1.

Example development budget

INCREMENTAL CASH FLOW
YEAR 2003

INCOME

WAX FLOWER ENTERPRISE
2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

10.0

10.0

10.0

10.0

10.0

10.0

10.0

Total enterprise area

ha

2.5

Total production

bunch

0

8,750

30,000

80,000

130,000

171,250

200,000

200,000

200,000

200,000

150,000

100,000

50,000

Average yield

ha

0

1,750

4,000

8,000

13,000

17,125

20,000

20,000

20,000

20,000

20,000

20,000

20,000

Average price received

$/bunch

5.0

2.11

7.5

2.11

2.11

2.11

2.11

2.11

2.11

2.11

2.11

7.5

2.11

5.0

2.11

2.5

2.11

Export 1

$

0

4,900

16,800

44,800

72,800

95,950

112,000

112,000

112,000

112,000

84,000

56,000

28,000

Export 2

$

0

12,250

42,000

112,000

182,000

239,750

280,000

280,000

280,000

280,000

210,000

140,000

70,000

Export 3

$

0

1,313

4,500

12,000

19,500

25,688

30,000

30,000

30,000

30,000

22,500

15,000

7,500

BUSINESS INCOME

0

18,463

63,300

168,800

274,300

361,330

422,000

422,000

422,000

422,000

316,500

211,000

105,500

Improved value of assets

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1,983

1,983

1,983

1,983

DEVELOPMENT EXPENSES ($)
Land preparation
Marking out and survey

750

750

750

750

Ripping, deep fertilising

478

478

478

478

Plants and planting

9,583

9,583

9,583

9,583

Misc. site development costs

1,250

1,250

1,250

1,250

Irrigation

57,932

40,963

57,632

40,963

Plant and machinery

19,622

9,330

17,282

600

600

600

2,280

600

3,720

600

600

600

2,280

ANNUAL TOTAL

$91,597

$64,336

$88,957

$55,606

$600

$600

$2,280

$600

$3,720

$600

$600

$600

$600

ANNUAL TOTAL PER HA

$36,639

$12,867

$11,861

$5,561

$60

$60

$228

$60

$372

$60

$80

$120

$912
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Table 1.

Continued

OPERATING EXPENSES ($)
Pruning
Training
Other pruning/training
Costs
Weed control
Disease control
Insect control
Tissue and soil analyses
Fertiliser
Irrigation maintenance-labour
Harvesting
Fuel and oil (incl. irrigation)
Repairs and maintenance-plant
Other
Electricity (incl. irrigation)
Rates
Licenses, phone and subs
Insurance
Accountant
Manager and consultant
Miscellaneous expenses
Replants
Overdraft interest
ANNUAL TOTAL
ANNUAL TOTAL PER HA
TOTAL EXPENSES
ANNUAL TOTAL
ANNUAL TOTAL PER HA
ANNUAL CASH FLOW
TOTAL (pre tax and finance cost)
TOTAL CASHFLOW PER HA
CUMULATIVE TOTAL (pre tax
and finance)

10

2003
188
0
0

2004
263
0
0

2005
375
0
0

2006
525
0
0

2007
488
0
0

2008
563
0
0

2009
600
0
0

2010
600
0
0

2011
600
0
0

2012
600
0
0

2013
450
0
0

2014
300
0
0

2015
150
0
0

0
0
0
400
0
1,250
0
2,000
2,100

1,038
1,281
310
600
478
2,500
7,290
6,000
5,000

2,163
2,636
620
600
670
3,750
20,951
6,000
5,000

3,288
4,058
930
600
862
5,000
53,095
6,000
5,000

4,413
5,479
1,240
600
1,053
5,000
85,239
6,000
5,000

4,500
5,619
1,240
600
767
5,000
110,092
6,000
5,000

4,500
5,686
1,240
600
767
5,000
128,575
6,000
5,000

4,500
5,685
1,240
600
767
5,000
128,575
6,000
5,000

4,500
5,685
1,240
600
767
5,000
128,575
6,000
5,000

4,500
5,685
1,240
600
767
5,000
128,575
6,000
5,000

3,375
4,264
930
600
575
3,750
96,431
6,000
5,000

2,250
2,843
620
600
384
2,500
64,288
6,000
5,000

1,125
1,421
310
600
192
1,250
32,144
6,000
5,000

2,000
400
2,500
1,500
1,,200
7,000
1,500
0
557
22,845

6,000
400
2,500
3,000
1,,200
7,000
1,500
1,971
1,232
50,508

6,000
400
2,500
3,000
1,,200
7,000
1,500
383
1,644
67,392

6,000
400
2,500
3,000
1,,200
7,000
1,500
0
2,549
104,506

6,000
400
2,500
3,000
1,,200
7,000
1,500
0
3,428
140,5439

6,000
400
2,500
3,000
1,,200
7,000
1,500
0
4,050
166,031

6,000
400
2,500
3,000
1,,200
7,000
1,500
0
4,514
185,081

6,000
400
2,500
3,000
1,,200
7,000
1,500
0
4,514
185,081

6,000
400
2,500
3,000
1,,200
7,000
1,500
0
4,514
185,081

6,000
400
2,500
3,000
1,,200
7,000
1,500
0
4,514
185,081

6,000
400
2,500
3,000
1,,200
7,000
1,500
0
3,599
147,575

6,000
400
2,500
3,000
1,,200
7,000
1,500
0
2,685
110,068

6,000
400
2,500
3,000
1,,200
7,000
1,500
0
1,770
72,562

9,138

10,102

8,986

10,451

14,054

16,03

18,508

18,508

18,508

18,508

19,677

22,014

29,025

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

114,442
45,777

110,196
22,039

156,349
20,847

160,112
16,011

141,139
14,114

166,631
16,663

187,361
18,736

185,681
18,568

188,801
18,880

185,681
18,568

148,175
19,757

110,668
22,134

74,842
29,937

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

-114,442

-91,733

93,049

8,688

133,161

194,707

234,639

236,319

233,199

236,319

168,325

100,332

30,658

-45,777

-18,347

-12,407

869

13,316

19,471

23,464

23,632

23,320

23,632

22,443

20,066

12,263

-114,442

-206,175

-299,225

-290,536

-157,375

37,332

271,970

508,289

741,487

977,806

1,146,131

1,246,463

1,277,121

2015
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Gross margins
Table 2.

Gross margin budget for Waxflower
Gross
margin

Waxflower
Income
Total area (hectare)
Average bunch per hectare

10
20,000

Total production
Average price per bunch
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3

$2.80
$2.00
$1.50

200,000
$2.11
20%
70%
10%

Total income

$112,000
$280,000
$ 30,000
$422,000

Costs of production

$

Land preparation
Replacement plants 10%
Pruning
Weed control
Disease control
Insect control
Tissue/soil test
Fertiliser
Irrigation
Fuel
Harvest/post harvest
Miscellaneous

200
3,000
600
4,500
5,620
1,240
600
770
10,000
6,000
128,000
2,000

Total cost

$162,530

Gross margin

$259,470

Gross margin per hectare

$25,947

Note: This gross margin example is included as a
guide only. Individual growers will need to discuss
this with their financial advisers or accountants.

Interpreting the gross margin
The income section shows the area of the
enterprise, the number of stems per
hectare and the breakdown of the grades
achieved from the product with appropriate
prices. The total income is then
calculated.

You will notice that all the costs are those
of the annual production cycle for the
particular crop and do not include
development costs, depreciation, indirect
costs, environmental costs and taxation.
This example indicates the grower is
replanting 10 per cent of the crop on an
annual basis, either with new varieties or
to fill gaps.
Some operations are carried out in
conjunction with others and do not incur
extra cost, i.e. insect control was carried
out at the same time as the disease
control. It is obvious that the flower
industry is a heavy user of labour.
Mechanisation of some parts of the
production chain, particularly on larger
scale operations can make significant
differences to profitability.
The total costs are added up. The gross
margin is the difference between the total
income and the total costs. This can be
expressed as enterprise gross margin but
is more often converted to a hectare basis
for comparison purposes.
Growers will benefit from doing the
calculation on a block basis or on a variety
by block basis. This would then clearly
show which parts of the whole enterprise
is contributing to improved profit. Many
growers will be very surprised by the
results. They may decide to make major
changes to the enterprise. But do so only
after carefully budgeting the change and
consulting your financial and technical
consultant.
Gross margins allow for a quick
comparison of the profitability of different
enterprises or coarse changes to an
enterprise. However, determining the real
cost of the enterprise requires the more
complex cashflow or development budget.
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4. Improving performance
There are many techniques to improve the
performance of an enterprise. It does
require recognition by the manager that
he/she should improve performance in
aspects of the business. It also should
involve the analyses of the financial and
production factors involved in the
enterprise.
Key performance indicators
This may lead to comparisons with others
in the industry or in other industries or it
may initiate the setting of improvement
goals based on internal features. Some
techniques talk about KPIs (Key
Performance Indicators) which the
manager then strives to achieve. KPIs
may include production targets i.e.
bunches per plant, financial i.e. specific
gross margin or reduced costs to a
specified level. Further more advanced
KPIs or goals may then be set. This
should lead to a general improvement and
profitability if the KPIs are set well.
A wax grower determines his returns are
inadequate- an examination of his
enterprise shows his yield is low. He sets
a KPI to improve his yield from 100 stems
of 50-60 cm stems to 150 stems. He
learns from his adviser that changing his
fertiliser regime will give him a higher yield
and longer stems. His yield grows to 150
stems per plant, most longer than 60 cm,
he then reassesses his management and
finds that if he alters his irrigation
management he can increase his yield to
200 stems per plant of 60-70 cm length.

Benchmarking
Benchmarking is another common
technique, in many industries, to compare
performance of different enterprises.
Benchmarking can be done at different
levels. It can be done on a total enterprise
basis including costs of production, or on
production parameters such as yield and
quality or even on the economic factors.

12

However, they are able to identify growers
or other industries that have a better ability
to carry out that task, learning from others
improvements are made. One such
example may be that the grower is
spending a large amount of time delivering
flowers to florists. This results in less
ability to manage production and make
timely repairs. Other individuals with
similar issues may have started to use
couriers to deliver the product at slightly
higher costs but the increased production
and ability to mange the enterprise would
more than cover the difference.
Benchmarking is often used in business
management. It is variously defined as an
ongoing process looking for and bringing
in best practice. If you like - a benchmark
is a measure of performance at a point in
time. New best practice is then introduced
to improve performance that then sets a
new benchmark. The technique can be
used for any set of performance criteria
ranging from production through to
environmental impact. This technique is
often used in agricultural industries to
compare the performance of different
growers producing the same product. This
can be based on physical production
inputs, yield and cost.
The technique in itself does not improve
performance but does highlight various
aspects where improvements can be
made.
The growers need to have available
information on area planted, equipment
running time, labour costs at each stage,
fertiliser type - quantity and cost, pesticide
type - quantity and cost, irrigation
quantities - timing, amounts, cost of
running the system, harvesting labour
cost, harvesting supplies and their cost,
post harvest labour and equipment cost,
packaging cost, disinfectant quantity and
cost, coolroom cost, transport cost,
marketing cost, yield and grades, prices
received.
The results are then presented in different
ways - more often than not in tables but
this can also be presented graphically.

Improving profit

The example benchmark result (Table 3)
is simplistic but illustrates some of the
features and benefits of the technique.
The area planted and the age of the crop
is assumed to be the same.
The table compares five growers.
Obviously there is a very large difference
in the total income for the different growers
this is based on both yield and grade. The
prices have been kept the same. There is
also a difference in the total costs of the
different growers. This results in a
significant difference in gross margin
ranging from about $6,000 to $19,000.
We can make the assertion that Grower 4
could benefit from adopting some of the
best practices being used by Grower 2.
Grower 4 has a poor grade out and very
low yield. One of the obvious features is
that Grower 4 has not replanted to fill
gaps. He has saved a small amount of
money on pruning and harvest and post
harvest costs, but he may be over
watering and not controlling insects as well
and his grading operations are ordinary.
Grower 2 is achieving better results
because he has replanted with selected
varieties and high quality plants. He takes
more care with his pruning; controls
disease and insects better; uses optimum

fertiliser rates based on soil tests; uses
tensiometers to monitor irrigation which
results in less water being applied and
increases yields and quality. He builds on
this by ensuring his lines are uniform and
present well.
Grower 5 and Grower 1 both carry out the
same operations but not at the level of
Grower 2. However, the difference
between Grower 5 and Grower 1 is the
amount of labour in the post harvest
operations. Grower 1 devotes more time
to ensure his lines are uniform, trims to
uniform length and also grades by colour.
The result is more of his product is in
grade 1.
The comparison between different growers
is a powerful tool to enable improvement
to your own enterprise. It is very easy to
spot in what area of the production system
you have your strengths and your
weaknesses. This allows you to focus on
those areas in which you can make the
most improvements to your profitability.
An example could be the grower not using
improved irrigation techniques compared
to grower using those techniques. The
improved techniques result increased
stem length and quality, reduced cost of
irrigation water use 26 per cent less and
productivity 66 per cent greater.
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Table 3.

Example benchmark

Waxflower

Grower 1

Grower 2

Grower 3

Grower 4

Grower 5

Average

10

Income
Total area (hectare)
Average bunch per ha
Total production

10

10

10

10

10

20,000

22,000

19,000

14,000

20,000

200,000

220,000

190,000

140,000

200,000

Average price per bunch
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3
Grade 1
Grade 2
Grade 3

Proportion
Proportion
Proportion
$2.80
$2.00
$1.50

Total income
Cost of production
Land preparation
Replacement plants
planted 10%
Pruning
Weed control
Disease control
Insect control
Tissue/soil test
Fertiliser
Irrigation
Fuel
Harvest
Post harvest

$0.41

$0.43

$0.39

$0.38

$0.39

$0.40

60.0%
30.0%
10.0%
$36,000
10,800
2,400

70.0%
20.0%
10.0%
$49,000
8,400
2,800

50.0%
35.0%
15.0%
$29,000
12,180
3,480

50.0%
30.0%
20.0%
$20,000
7,200
3,200

50.0%
40.0%
10.0%
$30,000
14,400
2,400

56.0%
31.0%
13.0%
$32,800
10,596
2,856

$49,200

$60,200

$44,660

$30,400

$46,800

$46,252

Supplies

Labour

Supplies

90

Labour

Supplies

90

Labour

Supplies

90

Labour

Supplies
0

Labour

Supplies

90

Labour
72

350

40

450

40

350

40

0

0

350

40

300

32

150
80
40
150
450

160
150
100
0
50
150
500

150
120
80
150
500

220
150
120
20
50
150
400

150
80
40
0
600

160
150
100
0
0
150
600

150
80
40
150
450

160
150
100
0
50
150
500

150
80
40
150
450

160
150
100
0
50
150
500

150
88
48
120
490

172
150
104
4
40
150
500

1,000
1,000
3,220

16,000
17,240

800
1,000
3,250

18,000
19,240

1,200
1,000
3,420

16,000
17,290

1,000
1,000
2,870

14,000
15,110

1,000
1,000
3,220

14,000
15,240

1,000
1,000
3,196

15,600
16,824

Total cost

20,460

22,490

20,710

17,980

18,460

20,020

Gross margin

28,740

37,710

23,950

12,420

28,340

26,232

Gross margin/ha

14,370

18,855

11,975

6,210

14,170

13,116
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5. Financial impacts from
the export market
If you searched for the prices quoted for
waxflower in Japan during November 2001
you would have seen quotes of 20-50 yen
per stem, about $3.00 - $7.50 per bunch
(10 stem). In January 2002 in a period of
very low supply a high price of 120 yen per
stem or about $14.30 a bunch was quoted.
Table 4 indicates some of these prices.
What does that mean to a grower? What
does he actually get from that overseas
price? Where does the difference go?
Some of the costs associated with getting
waxflowers to Japan are illustrated in
Table 5. These should be used only as a
guide as they will vary from shipment to
shipment and between exporters. Freight
and price have been adjusted to indicate
that better prices generally come from
70 cm stem material but these are also
heavier.
Generally the exporter, if they pay a fixed
price, carries all risks and need to average
out their profit. However, if growers are
exporting direct they need to be very sure
of their costs prior to consigning the
product.
The average price of about 40-50 yen per
stem equates fairly well with this example.
The 20 yen and 40 yen prices resulted in a
loss (or reduced margin) for the
grower/exporter supply chain. This was
achieved in high supply time and it may
have been a limited batch of an
undesirable quality. In most situations the
exporter would be tracking prices and
would not consign to an over-supplied
market opting to send to alternative higher
priced markets. Exporters cannot carry
this type of loss for long and it will impact
on growers in future pricing.

This section is partly about indicating the
breakdown of Japanese prices and how it
relates to prices the grower might get. In
these examples the grower is protected by
the pricing of the exporter at $2.20 to
$2.40. However, this price will come down
if exchange rates, airfreight or auction
prices reduce returns. The section is also
partly about knowing your costs to enable
the right decisions to be made. If the
exporter has to bring the price down to
$1.00-1.40 to avoid these deficits, can the
waxflower be delivered to the exporter for
that? Do you know how much it costs to
harvest, treat, grade and pack your
product? What are some of the indirect
costs/benefits, for example, if you slashed
the wax and concentrated on better
management of your kangaroo paws or
growing a wheat crop, looking for
alternative varieties or spending time on
holidays or with the family for a change?
At what point is it not cost effective to
harvest low quality wax. Is it $1.40 per
bunch? How can costs be reduced, or are
you cutting corners and producing a
product that is not up to the required
quality? How much do you need to return
to provide cashflow as well as profit?
Obtaining a small return below cost may
be warranted if you are promoting your
brand, keeping faith with your buyer,
keeping staff employed or need cash flow
for your bank.
Equally interesting is the question, are
other growers producing product at a
lower cost per bunch and able to make
profit at $1.00?
What are your costs and when do you not
harvest or deliver to the exporter or
wholesaler?
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Table 4.

Some indicative prices in Japan

Indicative average prices for cutflowers per stem paid at auction Japan in 2001 (yen)
Flower
type
Waxflower

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

59

27

47

18

55

Jun

Jul

Aug

40

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

42

29

38

80

Nov

Dec

Indicative average prices for cutflowers per stem paid at auction Japan in 2001 ($AUD)
Flower
type

Jan

Waxflower

0.90

Feb
0.40

Mar
0.70

Apr

May

0.25

Jun

Jul

0.80

Aug

0.60

Sep
0.60

Oct
0.45

0.55

1.20

Note: Sample of average price per stem at Japan Auction 2001, exchange rate used is A$1.00=67 Yen. Price influenced by
quality and quantity on market vs demand at the time, high and low prices can be double or half the average.
Source www.faj.co.jp.

Sensitivity to exchange rates
The export price growers receive for their
flowers is very much dependent on the
relative exchange rates of the country we
are trading with. The astute grower or
exporter is watching the difference and will
decide where they are going to send
Table 5.

material. Import costs, price and freight
will also play a part in the decision.
Table 5 below again looks at the levels of
costs associated with exporting. A range
of exchange rates are given to provide
some appreciation of sensitivity to export
costs.

Effect of exchange rate on costs of exporting to Japan

Price per stem at Auction Japan

40 Yen
A$ =
67 yen

40 Yen
A$ =
73 yen

40 Yen
A$ =
80 yen

50 Yen
A$ =
67 yen

60 Yen
A$ =
67 Yen

Price per bunch (10 stems) (A$)

$6.00

$5.50

$5.00

$7.50

$8.95

Auction commission (10%)

$0.60

$0.55

$0.50

$0.75

$0.90

Agent fees in Japan (10%)

$0.60

$0.55

$0.50

$0.75

$0.90

Japan clearing/internal freight cost (10+%)

$0.50

$0.50

$0.50

$0.50

$0.50

Airfreight $/bunch (50-60stem /4.4kg box)

$2.10

$2.10

$2.10

$2.50

$2.50

Handling, fumigation and packing $/bunch

$0.70

$0.70

$0.70

$0.70

$0.70

Freight to packing shed from farm

$0.15

$0.15

$0.15

$0.20

$0.20

Grower price (fixed price $/bunch)

$2.20

$2.20

$2.20

$2.40

$2.40

Reasonable return on capital and risk to Japan
(15-20%) that exporter might expect

$0.80

$0.80

$0.80

$0.80

$0.80

Total costs of supply chain

$7.65

$7.55

$7.45

$8.60

$8.90

($1.65)

($2.05)

($2.65)

($1.10)

$0.05

(Deficit)/Surplus picked up by chain

This table is illustrative only and assumes
every thing else is constant. Improved
economy in Japan may increase prices,
inputs into production may be lower due to
better purchasing power of chemicals from
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USA, etc. However, you can quickly see
that as our exchange rate deteriorates with
Japan so does the price we get at the farm
gate. The change of exchange rate from
AUD$ = 67 yen to AUD$ = 80 yen

Improving profit

changes the deficit by $0.80. This would
only be corrected by better quality product
getting higher prices.
Alternatively we could switch to the USA
market where the exchange rate may have
deteriorated more relative to the Australian
dollar (for sales of commodities). The
Table 6.

simplified Table 6 below illustrates what
may happen in USA market.
Again the table is illustrative only but
clearly indicates impact of exchange rate
on price and the surplus/deficit that needs
to be absorbed by the supply chain.

Effect of variation in exchange rates on the cost of getting waxflowers to the USA from
Western Australia
US $4.00
A$ = US$0.60

US $4.00
A$ = US$0.70

US $4.00
A$ = US$0.80

Price per bunch (12 stems) (A$)

$6.67

$5.71

$5.00

Internal USA costs 25%

$1.67

$1.43

$1.25

Price per bunch at wholesale USA

Airfreight $/bunch

$2.00

$2.00

$2.00

Handling, fumigation and packing $/bunch

$0.70

$0.70

$0.70

Freight to packing shed from farm

$0.20

$0.20

$0.20

Grower price (fixed price $/bunch)

$2.20

$2.20

$2.20

Exporter allowance

$0.80

$0.80

$0.80

Total supply chain cost

$7.57

$7.33

$7.15

($0.90)

($1.62)

($2.15)

(Deficit)/surplus

Note: These are examples to illustrate the impact of currency changes. The costs and returns may be different
for you.

Price quality links
Conventional wisdom suggests that better
quality flowers receive better prices
particularly when targeting quality
conscious markets and in times of surplus.
Quality may also affect retention of market
share and loyalty from buyers.
Quality can be definable but often is not
specified. In most cases local exporters
demand stem length as one defined
quality parameter, others maybe colour,
variety, percentage flower open, treatment
with STS and insect absence. Quality
parameters in demand depends on
seasonal availability and lower ‘quality’ is
accepted and sold in times of shortage. It
is not clear how these impact on prices
paid to growers.

However, new varieties such as the
Pearlflowers have been known to get
significant premiums particularly early in
the season. Premiums of 50 per cent
have been quoted by growers. It is
unlikely that these levels of premiums will
continue as large volumes of these
varieties become commercially available.
As better quality varieties become
available some of the poor quality varieties
from previous production will become
unsaleable or unprofitable.
Searches on the web for information on
price and quality interaction did not
provide any data. However, the Japanese
market reports provide some suggestion of
variation with reports of high and low
prices (Table 7).
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Table 7.

Ota Floriculture Auction 2002 - representative data for one week in each month,
(yen per stem)
Quantity sold
(stems)

High price
yen

Average price
yen

1,540

55

33

25

960

50

43

35

1,000

55

46

40

April

300

45

32

6

May

-

June

-

-

-

-

July

20,040

60

32

3

August

27,495

100

48

10

Month
January
February
March

September

42,270

90

35

5

October

32,080

80

33

3

November

3,780

60

39

17

December

4,300

85

56

35

To convert to AUD$ at the time use
(AUD = 67 Yen). This does not reflect
grower prices and includes transport,
charges to Auction (sourced from Global
Market News records on
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Low price
yen

http://emi.h.chuba-uau.jp) the table would
suggest that high quality product can
obtain 50-100 per cent premium. Very low
quality product can be unsaleable or have
a 50-90 per cent discount.
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6. Guidelines for improving profit – a checklist
Yes

Have I checked soil for suitability (depth, pH)?
Have I checked soil for disease?
Have I checked the marketability of variety?
Am I planting healthy plants?
Am I using the correct type and rate of fertiliser?

No
The checklist
provides a number
of questions which
all growers need
to ask themselves
if they want to stay
ahead of the
game,. There are
many other
questions you and
your financial
advisers can
devise to fine tune
the list.

Am I irrigating using moisture probe or tensiometer?
Do I prune early enough to get good length?
Do I harvest to specification?
Do I maintain coolchain at every stage?
Do I treat for ethylene (sts)?
Do I record bunches/kg/stems/price harvested and sold for
each variety?
Do I record labour costs for each operation?
Do I analyse costs and returns for each crop or variety?
Do I know how much a bunch costs to produce harvest
and pack?
Do I replace varieties or crops that are not viable?
Do I search out new information to improve profit?
Your own?

If there are
questions that
have a No
answer, it would
be worthwhile
thinking about the
reasons. If there
is no valid reason,
you may like to
examine the
consequences of
not doing those
things.
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7. Working through your profit
The following forms are designed to provide you with a simple approach for analysing your
own enterprise profitability on a commodity by commodity basis.
Form 1.

Working through your profit

Variety name
Income
No. hectares of
this variety
No. plants of this
variety
Price per
bunch

No. bunches

Total

Grade one

multiplied by

equals

Grade two

multiplied by

equals

Grade three

multiplied by

equals
Add above and
place in space
below

Total revenue
Operating costs

Cost

Replant material
Fertiliser
Irrigation
Harvesting
Transport
Pest management
Labour
Add above costs
and place in
space below

Total cost
Gross margin
calculation

Total revenue

minus

Gross margin

divided by

Total cost

equals

Area of crop
or variety in
ha

equals

Gross margin
Gross margin per
ha calculation
Gross margin per
ha

20

Gross margin
place in space
below
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Once you have done this for all your blocks, glasshouses or varieties you can transcribe the
information to a sheet such as this one.
Form 2.

Variety comparison

Variety 1

Variety 2

Block 1

Block 2

Glasshouse

Income
Area of block in ha
No. plants
No. bunches
No. stems
Total revenue
Operating costs
Replant material
Fertiliser
irrigation
harvesting
Transport
Pest management
Labour
Total cost
Hours of labour
Gross margin
Gross margin
divided by area in
hectares
Gross margin per
hectare
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Other items that can be calculated and are useful to compare with others are listed in Table 8
below.
Form 3.

Some benchmark parameters
Variety 1

Variety 2

Block 1

Block 2

Glasshouse

Plants per hectare
Stems per plant
Stems per hectare
Total cost per stem
Total cost per bunch
Labour cost per stem
Labour cost per bunch
GM per stem
GM per bunch
Total revenue per $ labour
Total labour per stem
Total labour per bunch

Make sure you include your own labour
and ensure the numbers you compare this
to have been calculated on the same
basis. This table quickly tells you how one
variety compares to another.
You must use your accountant and/or
financial planners to verify your results.
We can only provide a guide and it should
not by itself be used to make business
change decisions.

8. Recommended reading
Should I grow wildflowers, by Carson
et al., Queensland Department of Primary
Industry. Available from GrowSearch
Australia, PO Box 327, Cleveland,
QLD 4163. Telephone: (07) 3821 3784.
Wildflowers - the beginning, by Slater
et al., Agriculture Victoria, Knoxfield,
Crop Health Services.
Telephone: (03) 92109356.
Growing wildflowers for profit by Cass
et al., Agriculture Victoria, Crop Health
Services. Telephone: (03) 92109356.
Getting started in native flower production,
by Gollnow, B., NSW Agriculture
(2nd edition Jan 1999).
Managing Waxflower for improved quality
and profit, Department of Agriculture
Western Australia,
Miscellaneous Publication 21/200.
Telephone: (08) 9368 3333
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